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 izards]. Both the brain and the periphery regulate appetite. Thus, the present experiments were designed to test the extent to
which the brain, the periphery, and their interaction influence the decisions of rats to eat various foods. Rats were subjected to
two control or two experimental conditions. The first was called the satiety condition, which involved providing food for only 1
hr after an overnight fast. Thus, rats in this condition were in a normal situation where satiety could be achieved. In the second

condition, however, food was available for 3 hr after a 1-hr fast. Thus, the satiety condition was the same for both the
experimental and the control groups, while the third condition was different, since rats in this group were no longer in a situation

where satiety could be achieved. On the basis of these experimental conditions, the effects of brain, periphery, and their
interaction on the decisions of rats to eat various foods were examined. Results showed that the satiety condition had a

significant effect on the decision to eat five out of the six foods offered to the rats. Further, the satiety condition and the satiety
plus the reward condition had a significant effect on the choice to eat the nonedible foods, whereas the satiety and satiety plus

the reward condition significantly affected the choice to eat the edible foods. These findings suggest that not only the brain, but
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also the periphery, has a significant effect on the decisions of rats to eat various foods.Q: WebSocket connection after browser
refresh I'm learning WebSockets and following the following example. I'm using: Firefox 4.0 The server receives the message

The client prints it's received a message It works good on first execution On a browser refresh it doesn't print anything Any
suggestion why is that? A: In case the client side is exactly like the example in your link, it's normal. After the browser refresh,

the client is initiating a new connection with the server. After the second connection, the client fetches the content from the
server (which is the normal behavior). The browser does the right thing. Hav 82157476af
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